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I. Introduction to Feminist Economics and Labour Market Analysis

Core resources:


Recommended Resources:


Labour Market Outlook


Informal Work


II. Unpaid and Paid Care Work

Core resources:


Recommended Resources:

The Three Rs (Recognize, Reduce, Redistribute) Framework


Social Organization of Care


Care Work and Care Jobs (Statistics and Data):


Mental Load


Measuring Unpaid Care Work - Time Use Surveys


Domestic Workers


III. Macroeconomic Policy: Gendering Fiscal and Monetary Policy

Core resources:


Recommended Resources:

Feminist Macroeconomic Policy


Macroeconomic Policy and Human Rights


Gender Budgeting


**Taxation**


**Structural Adjustment Programmes/Austerity Measures**


**Monetary Policy**

IV.  Global Gender Dynamics and Economic Crises

Core resources:


Recommended Resources:

Globalization and Trade


Illicit Financial Flows


Feminist Trade Policy (Case Study: Sweden)


Global Economic Crisis


Coronavirus Crisis

• Gender & COVID-19 research working group website (in particular, I recommend their shared google doc with updated resources)

• IMF Policy Responses to COVID-19

• UNDP: COVID-19 Global Gender Response Tracker

• Financial Times: Lockdown Measures around the World


• International Association for Feminist Economics (IAFFE) Webinar Series on COVID-19 Pandemic